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The OATech+ Network

Theme Leaders

Osteoarthritis (OA) is a chronic, debilitating joint disease,
which affects 8.75 million people in the UK. Whilst the
effects include severe impairments to patients’ quality of
life, and an increasing economic burden upon society,
clinical management remains limited by knowledge gaps
in the disease mechanisms.

The Network is focused on a number of multidisciplinary,
and cross-cutting themes. These themes are driven by
knowledge gaps in OA research, and exist to deliver the
ultimate network aim of improving patient outcomes via
a technology-driven approach.

The Osteoarthritis Technology Plus Network
(OATech+ Network) is a unique, technology-driven
Network, funded by EPSRC.
The Network aims to utilise the expertise of
multidisciplinary network partners (n = 133) to:
• Identify challenges and knowledge gaps.
• Support and drive multidisciplinary collaborations
in UK OA research.
• Form the basis for high-level grant funding and
publications.
• Improve diagnosis, treatment and bring novel
therapies to market.

Multidisciplinary
Representation
Stakeholder engagement is a crucial factor in the
success of the Network. Therefore, in addition to the
Network encompassing multidisciplinary researchers,
industrial, clinical and charity partners, the Network is
advised by a dedicated steering committee. This is
omprised of patient, academic, industry and clinical
representation.

Theme Leaders have been appointed to drive each of the
multidisciplinary working groups. Each Theme Leader
brings a high level of expertise to their theme, and works
to facilitate activities that address knowledge gaps. All
theme outputs contribute to the development of the
wider network, and are aligned with the Network aims.

Involvement in both general and theme specific
engagement events, further contributes to the
sustained engagement of stakeholders. In particular,
the engagement of patients and clinicians is recognised
as an important factor in sustaining the Network’s
future, and its ability to influence patient outcomes.

The following key areas have emerged:
• Imaging
Current technology?
What does new technology bring?
• Role of technology in stratification
(terminology)
Joint diseases?
Post traumatic?
OA?

Lifestyle
interventions

• Role of technology in OA outcomes measurement
• Role of technology in facilitating adherence

Prof Richard
Jones

• Technology and pain

Experimental and
predictive modeling
technology

• Technology as intervention
• Creation of a shared OA data
resource /repository

Developing an
impact toolkit
Prof Alison
McGregor

Institutions representing
the Research Forum

Next generation
of leaders in
OA research
Prof Jim Richards

Operations Group and Theme Leaders

The Network is coordinated by an Operations Group, who
work closely with a Steering Committee and Theme Leaders.
Principle investigator:
Prof Cathy Holt
Cardiff University.
Role: Supporting Network activities

Establishing
high level evidence
for systems
and devices

Image and image
analysis

Dr Debbie
Mason

Co-investigators:
Prof Anthony Bull
Imperial College London
Role: Monitoring impact

Prof Andrew Pitsillides
Royal Veterinary College
Role: Pre-clinical work

Prof Philip Conaghan
University of Leeds
Role: Clinical translation

Prof Philip Rowe
University of Strathclyde
Role: Supporting Network activities

Novel experimental
technology

Clinical liaison
Dr Nidhi Sofat

Prof Sally Roberts

Data analysis
technology

Biomechanics and
mechanobiology

Dr Mark Elliot

Prof Martin Knight

